HOW TO COME TO NTUA LABORATORY FOR MARITIME TRANSPORT

1. BY TAXI
DO NOT tell the taxi driver the official address of NTUA (Iroon Polytechneiou 9), as this is not the best
way to come, and not all taxi drivers in Athens are familiar with the NTUA campus. Rather, show
him/her the above map, and have him/her read these instructions (in greek):
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If these instructions are followed, you get off the taxi at point E on the map, in front of a parking lot
(point 1 on map). Enter and walk across the building toward point 2.
When you arrive at point 2, just before leaving the building (building gamma- <0I7-) ,, /6)5+
;1>8+,9;), on your right you will see a stairway and a lift.
Go to 2nd floor. NTUA- Laboratory for Maritime Transport is in Room 2.1.
From Golden Age/Crown Plaza Hotels (two hotels close to NTUA), taxi takes about 15-20 minutes.
From airport, taxi takes about 30 minutes.
2. BY PRIVATE CAR
Take Katehaki St going towards Kareas (see map). Enter NTUA campus gate at point 0 on map. Park at
parking lot (point 1 on map) and enter building at point E on map. Follow path as per previous section.
3.

TRO

Get off Katehaki station (point M on map) and walk to points 0, 1, E and 2, in that order. Walking will
take you about 20 minutes. Katehaki station is about 30 minutes from the airport terminal station (Line
3, Airport-Egaleo), about 5 minutes from the Megaro Mousikis station (Golden Age/Crown Plaza
hotels) and about 10 minutes from Syntagma station (downtown Athens).
Metro journey planner: www.amel.gr/index.php?id=53&no_cache=1&L=1
4. BY BUS (Source : www.ntua.gr/map_en.html)
Buses that serve the Zografou campus of NTUA are:
• Bus number 608, Galatsi-Akadimia-Zografou line. For NTUA get off the bus at the '8th of
Zografou' stop and walk to the "upper" gate of the campus, which is the one at Iroon
Polytechneiou 9, near the Lambadario building (Rural and Survey Engineering).
• Bus number 230, Acropolis-Zografou line. For NTUA get off the bus at the '8th of Zografou'
stop and walk to the "upper" gate of the campus, which is the one at Iroon Polytechneiou 9, near
the Lambadario building (Rural and Survey Engineering).
• There is also the bus line (number) 140 for Polygono (Glyfada) which leaves from the
Evelpidon Court of Law, and stops near the "lower" gate of the campus, on the cross of Katehaki
Av. and Kokkinopoulou St. You can also get on this bus at the intersection of Mesogeion Av.
and Katehaki Av., where it also stops. The disadvantage in using this bus is that one has to walk
for about 15 minutes, from the "lower" gate to the buildings of the campus.
• Finally, there is bus number 242, Katechaki Metro St-NTUA Administration Building (which
stops at the building of the Dept. Naval Architecture & Marine Engineering
For more information call phone number 185
(Public Means of Athens Transportation Organization – OASA).
5. BY BOAT
Disembark at Piraeus passenger port. Then either take a taxi (see section 1), or take electric railway
(H/18) Line 1 (Piraeus- Kifissia) to Monastiraki station, then metro Line 3 to Katehaki station (see
section 3).

